
 
ASSIGNMENT #1: MASHUP CONCEPTS AND WEB STANDARDS 

Due September 22, 2010 (in lecture) 

 
Reflection 

 
Ideation  Exercise  Bonus Challenge 

 

 Analyzing Existing Mashups (10 Points) 

Some mashups combine data primarily on the client, using client-side technologies like 
JavaScript, Java Applets, Flash, or browser extensions. Other mashups operate primarily on the 
server, using backend technologies like PHP, Ruby, Python, and MySQL. 

1. There are tradeoffs to consider when deciding whether to implement a mashup on the 
client or on the server. Describe two advantages of client-side mashup programming and 
two advantages of server-side mashup programming. 
 

2. Study each of the following mashups, and determine where the “mashing” is taking 
place. Characterize each mashup as Client-side, Server-side, or Both. If the answer is 
Both, briefly describe what happens in the client and what happens in the server. You 
may need to peek at the source code or read the author’s documentation in order to 
uncover enough of the implementation details to answer correctly. 

a. Twitrans 
http://www.onehourtranslation.com/twitrans/  

b. Gimme Shiny! 
http://gimmeshiny.com/ 

c. Readability 
http://lab.arc90.com/experiments/readability/ 

d. LookItUp 
http://userscripts.org/scripts/show/7715 

e. Woozor 
http://woozor.com/ 

f. The Ad Generator 
http://www.theadgenerator.org/ 

 



 Visualizing the Space of Mashups (8 Points) 

The ProgrammableWeb Mashup Matrix lets you visualize the mashup ecosystem in grid form. 
Although it gives a comprehensive overview of the wealth of mashup resources and the diversity 
of mashups on the web, it has a few limitations. Since it is two-dimensional, it only shows 
pairwise connections between mashups, and doesn’t make it clear when a mashup integrates 
more than two sources. Also, it includes so many sites that browsing it is unwieldy, and it is not 
immediately obvious which mashup sources and sites are the most popular. 

As an alternate take on mashup visualization, consider Ethan Hein’s Michael Jackson Sample 
Map, a clever way of visualizing Michael Jackson’s impact on music by showing connections 
between Jackson’s songs and the songs that sample them.

Create a similar map that shows the relationships between some of the most popular mashup 
sites and sources on ProgrammableWeb. You don’t have to follow the above format exactly; feel 
free to be creative with your diagram and adopt a new approach. Include at least five mashup 
sources and twenty mashup sites. 

 



 Healing the Web with Mashups (9 Points) 

In The New Math of Mashups, Sacha Frere-Jones claims that music mashups arise from the 
desire to make the lesser songs of pop music as good as the great ones: 

See mashups as piracy if you insist, but it is more useful, viewing them through the lens 
of the market, to see them as an expression of consumer dissatisfaction. 

The same sentiment might equally apply to web mashups, which are often developed out of 
frustration with the limitations of existing websites. In this exercise, you will use your 
dissatisfaction as a web consumer to generate mashup concepts. 

On a typical day, you probably interact with many different websites. Over the next two weeks, 
each time you open your browser, make a note of the frustrations and annoyances you 
encounter. Think about what is missing from the websites you use, and how a good website you 
use could be turned into a great one. 

Write down the names and URLs of three different websites you visited. For each website, 
explain the breakdown that occurred, the flaw that you noticed, or the idea you had for 
improving your experience. Then propose in one paragraph how you might go about 
implementing a modification to the website to fix the problem. 

 

 Yo Dawg, I Heard You Like Cascading Style Sheets (16 Points) 

The course website (http://webremix.org) uses modern web standards and separates its content 
from its presentation, making it relatively easy to change the site’s look and feel by modifying 
only the CSS file. 

In this exercise, your goal is to “Pimp My Site”: create a new design for the course website by 
overriding its style using an alternative CSS file. This CSS file should specify new attributes for 
the existing classes and div IDs used on the site, so that opening the course site with your CSS 
file included will result in a very different viewing experience. 

Be creative in how you choose to modify the site’s style. Perhaps you’d like to move the top menu 
so that it appears on the left, or choose a new color scheme. Maybe the site needs a new set of 
fonts and icons. Possibly you’d like to add a background image, or change the hover behavior of 
links and menu tabs. Maybe you could overhaul the site to use a simple and elegant minimalist 
design. Or maybe you’d prefer to cram it chock full of LOLCats, or make all of the pages look like 
they were designed by a 13-year-old in the late 1990s (for inspiration, try out the GeoCities-izer 
at http://wonder-tonic.com/geocitiesizer/). 

1. First, familiarize yourself with the existing styles used on the site by studying its CSS file: 
http://webremix.org/styles.css 
This file contains the rules that you will be overriding to create a new design for the site.  



You may also wish to add your own additional rules. 
 
In addition to inspecting the CSS file, you may find it helpful to 
use a debugging tool such as Firebug or the Chrome Developer 
Console to inspect individual elements of the site’s main page. 
These tools allow you to hover the mouse cursor over a page 
element to determine how to select it using CSS rules, and to 
learn which CSS rules are currently being applied to the 
element. 
 

2. Once you understand the structure of the course site and how its 
styling elements are used, create a new CSS file that makes a 
simple change one of the rules. Notice, for example, that 
individual announcements listed on the front page are 
enumerated with bullets shaped like tiny records. This is 
accomplished with a styling rule that applies to the 
announcement class: 
 
.announcement { 
  list‐style‐image: url(images/vinyl‐small.png); 
  list‐style‐type: none; 
  ... 
} 
 
Let’s try replacing this tiny record bullet with the animated record image here: 
http://webremix.org/images/spinning-record.gif 
 
We’ll start by creating a new file called alternative.css. Initially we’ll just add a single 
styling rule for the announcement class that uses a new image: 
 
.announcement { 
  list‐style‐image: 
    url('http://webremix.org/images/spinning‐record.gif'); 
} 
 
Save this file on your ITP web space, or somewhere else where it is accessible on the web. 
For demonstration purposes, you can find a version of it here: 
 
http://webremix.org/assignments/alternative.css 
  

3. The course site is built with a little extra “mashability” in mind: by specifying a style 
parameter in the URL of the site’s main page, you can force the page to load an 
alternative style sheet at any address you specify. To load the CSS file we just created, we 
can reference it in the URL as follows: 

The Chrome Developer Console lets 
you inspect an element to learn 
which styling rules it has matched. 



 
http://webremix.org/?style=http://webremix.org/assignments/alternative.css 
 
In this URL, replace the path to the alternative CSS file with the path to the 
alternative.css file that you just created. Presto! You’ve replaced the stylish record 
bullet with a god-awful animated GIF. 
 

4. Edit your alternative.css file to add new styling rules and override existing rules until 
are satisfied with your redesign. When you are finished, include your CSS source code 
and a link to the file in your assignment hand-in. 


